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The state's universities are already
in serious financial difficulty. To
further cut their budgets, as the
Department of Finance and
Administration (DF A) recommended
is idiotic.
The DF A suggested that $2.5
million be yanked from the Board of
Educational Finance. (~~F)
recommendation of $45.9 milhon
for all institutions.
The DF A cutback would affect
the University to the tune of $1.2
million in lost money. The
University requested a $23.88
million budget from the BEF, and
was cut to $20.89 million. The $3
million already cut would have g~me
to faculty salaries, library m~tenals,
non-academic personnel salar~es and
for teaching and graduat~ assis~ants.
All are necessary expenditures If >~e
are to retain our present academiC
standing.
With the additional cut
recommended by the DFA, the

editorial
DFA
Cuts

Idiotic

University would have to make
further cuts in necessary areas. An?
we could not hope to. a~mit
additional students; limited
enrollment would follow.
Universities should not have to close
their doors to qualified stud~nts,
especially in a state where tramed
personnel might well be the key to
the state's economic welfare. And ~s
. University Professor Karl "Koemg
pointed out yesterday, If the
money is not put up, the
responsibility for the consequent
enrollment limitations belongs
square on the shoulde~s o~. th~
legislature, and not the umversl~Ies.
The BEF has historically predicted
a lower student increase than UNM
has experienced. It is probable that
the University would have to turn
away as many students as it admits.
The legislature in that case would
undoubtedly suggest we hold class~s
outside all year around and adm1t
more students.

.

The BEF had hoped to offset the
increased enrollment and budget cuts
by an increase in tuition. Some
schools are opposing the increase,
saying their students cannot hope to
pay the larger sum. We ~~ve
editorially stated we need the tmtlon
hike because we can see no other
source for the money we so badly
need.
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Highlands Answers
To the Editor:
The Lobo editorial of Feb. 18,
refers to our stand against the
proposed tuition hike as "crying,"
and dubs our whole approach to the
issue as "nonsense."
We are simply overwhelmed by
the evidence and sage counsel you
offer us. How stupid we've been! We
can only repeat the .yards of ~ndrew
Carnegie after readmg Darwm ..and
Spencer: "I remember that hgh,~
came as in a flood and all was clear.
You see, before your editorial, ~e
were concerned with the fact that m
the nine counties of northern N.ew
Mexico only 22 percent of high
school graduates go on to college,
compared with a national average of
over 50 percent! If the other 78

Lobo photos by Chuck Fci!

Workman's Hands

Silent No Longer
To the Editor:
No longer can we remain silent.
During the last several months we
have viewed with mounting alarm
the subversion of The Lobo by
so-called "elements."
I refer of course to the column
entitled "Across the Great Divide"
by J. Pensiero.
We have slowly and with much
investigation built up a file on this
Pensiero, as he is presently calling
himself, and are now ready to expose
him to the world. What is the source
of his unnatural affection for Santa
Lucia wine? Why does he truck
across the mall at 2 a.m.? We urge
you to ponder these questions before
you print another of his ~ticles.
He is a known potrzebie-eater and
ally of the Forces of Evil. May
Frederick Wertham protect us.
Bobbie Sutton

Law Building
To the Editor:
We are happy to report that the
School of Law was hospitabl(~ to our
visit of their building Wednesday.
Our tour was a constructive
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Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
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A driver in the cab of the dump
truck Chavez' gets ready to release
topsoil on the People's Park site.
The ASUNM Senate last week
allocated funds for purchase of
additional supplies.

St.udent Senate Supports
,~--state War Exemption Bill

percent can't afford eyen the ~rese~t
cost of higher educatwn that s the1r
own tough luck-right? They can
always shine shoes or polish cars.
We were also misled by the area
medium family income level of
$3500. It's a pity that 20 percent of
the students now attending
Highlands University came from
families of eight children or more;
some of them with as many as four
students in college at the same time.
We know now that such families can
easily handle an additional cost of up
to $144 a year, which you so
correctly lable "slight." It'll
probably cut down on all the booze
they drink-right?
.
Even the 10 percent of the
students now attending Highlands
who can't afford textbooks bugged
us until you showed us the light.
We could go on with this
confession of distorted ideas, but it
would only serve self-therapeutic
needs. You are so right; the tuition
hike will vastly improve the quality
of education for the financially fit.
Forgive us the error of our ways?
God Save the King and Donald
Burge!
Alberto Miera, chairman
Highlands Lobby Committee
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experience and we would .li~e t?
recommend that everyone VISit this
building.
.
Excluding some negative
structural and planning de~ails, this
building presents a unique example
of contemporary New Mex1co
architecture.
Jim Sudbury,
for the Student Chapter
of the American Institute
of Architects

Hetero or Homo
To the Editor:
In Thursday's Lobo, front page, I
saw an entry that the student
government is funding a group called
"Gay Liberation."
If I am correct, this is a group that
wants more freedoms and protection
for homosexuals on campus. Now I
believe that any one person's sexual
habit patterns are their own personal
concern and should not be criticized
if they do not interfere with
someone else's rights.
But for a sLudent government to
furnish money to a group on the
basis of their beliefs about sexual
hahiLs, would be just as foolish for
this gowrnment to givP to "All
Tlwsc~ for II<~Lerosexual Frct>dom,
hw."
I Iuman dignity, I would think,
lihould be Lhe main reason for any
HLUdNtt government to not, repeat,
noL fund any group whosP main
r1•w;ou for exiiJLen<:<' is to advocate a
Lyp1• of twxual pradie(', hetcro or

Iii mw.
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Defend Present UNM System

The legislature has prided itself ~m
spending more money per cap1ta
income on education than most
other states. It would be disastrous
for the universities if the legislature
were to change policies in
midstream.

•
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Regents Criticize LUSC Report

But the 20 percent tuition hike
the BEF recommended is enough. If
the tuition were increased more to
offset the DF A cuts, it truly would
be too high a sum to pay. We can
only _stand so much.

'Charlie, This Gentleman Is Very Anxious
.
To Go North-See That He Gets There, Will You'?'

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
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The ASUNM Senate yesterday passed two resolutions in
support of a New Mexico Senate bill asking the attorney
general to defend in court any New Mexican refusing to serve
in an undeclared war.
The resolutions, passed in emergency session yesterday
afternoon, were identical to resolutions passed earlier by the
Student Bar Association.
The ASUNM resolutions will be sent to the legislature.
The first resolution, passed unanimously, asks that the bill
be passed by the state legislature.
The second resolution, which passed with one abstention,
asks Gov. Bruce King to declare an emergency and "order the
suspension of the Selective Service System in this state"
should the bill not pass the legislature.
The measure, introduced by Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay),
Junia Lopez (R-San Miguel) and Anthony Lucero (D-Bern.),
is scheduled to be heard in Senate Public Affairs Committee
this afternoon.
The bill's sponsors have pointed out the bill "does not
challenge peace-time conscription nor the limited right of the
executive to deploy American troops consistent with our
treaty obligations as authorized by the Congress."
New Mexico is the fifth state to introduce a bill to exempt
state citizens from fighting in an undeclared war. A federal
court test of the first such bill, passed in Massachusetts, is
pending.

By PAT McARDLE
membership to senior faculty members.
The UNM regents defended many of the
The LUSC criticized the University for
policies and practices at UNM strongly
operating
"in isolation from the mores and
criticized by the Legislative University Study
wishes of its citizens." The report continues,
Committee (LUSC) in their November
"the
people of New Mexico desire a firmly
report to the Legislature.
and fairly administered institution with
The L USC report suggested the Board of
prompt,
decisive action.
Regents "withdraw the authority it has
the
regents admit the accountability
While
delegated to the faculty and to the students"
of a state owned institution to the citizens
and return it to the President of the
of the state, they add, "A univer(>ity, if it is
University who would "act for the Board of
truly to. fulfill its function, should be a
Regents as chief executive officer."
center
of free inquiry into all aspects of life,
The regents' reply, issued in a written
including
contemporary mores and
statement last week, to this suggestion is
customs."
"UNM for more than 20 years has operated
In defense of their stand, the regents
under a somewhat different system." It is a
quote the Manual of Accrediting of the
system which recognizes "the authority and
North
Central Assn., "Freedom is so
responsibility of the faculty, in cooperation
an
asset that it is preferable that the
precious
with the administration", and "the rights
foolish speech of an unwise teacher be
and responsibility of the students of the
tolerated
rather than the atmosphere of an
university to provide their own
institution
be clouded by the summary
self-government with authority in the affairs
treatment of the offender."
of the student community."
The regents report states that emergency
The report continues, "The regents
procedures
have been outlined which
ordinarily will not interfere with actions of
spellout
the
"types
of behavior considered
the administration, the faculty or student
disruptive and sanctions which may be
government."
imposed
in event of such behavior." This
The LUSC suggested periodic reviews at
policy applies to students, staff and faculty.
least every five years of the administration
The LUSC report recommended more
of each department chairman. The regents'
stringent
standards of admission for students
statement indicates that this procedure is
who are or have been under suspension from
already in operation at UNM, with faculty as
any
other college or university. The regents
well as administrative evaluations of the
replied the practice of UNM is to review
chairmen being considered. Self-evaluation
individually applications for admission from
and "evaluation by scholars and
students
under disciplinary suspension from
administrators of national and international
other
institutions
and to make exceptions to
distinction" have also been initiated in many
the general policy when they seem to be
departments.
justified."
Another recommendation of the LUSC
Strict disciplinary action was advocated
Report concerns faculty government. "The
by
the L USC "against any person
structure for faculty government should be
responsible
for destroying, damaging or
changed from the faculty's acting as a whole
improperly using University property."
to the faculty's acting through
The regents report that in the past, the
representatives." The report suggests a
University has not always been able to
"small faculty senate" with nominees having
receive
restitution for destruction or damage
senior ranking.
of
University
property. In the regents'
The regents' reply to this
statement of Aug. 8, 1970, ~owever, a
recommendation is to uphold the present
policy
of restitution was spelled out which
''town meeting" type of faculty
holds
individual
members of the student
organization. The UNM faculty have also
body, faculty and staff monetarily
expressed their desire to continue with this
responsible
for any University property
form of government. According to the
defaced,
destroyed
or stolen.
regents' report, "while average attendance at
An increase in the campus security police
faculty meetings is approximately 30
force
was suggested by the LUSC along with
percent- about 200 members- on recent
giving the chief of the campus police
occasions of great University-wide concern
authority in emergency situations.
increased
attendance has risen to 85 to 90 percent of
The
regents
explained that it is their
the total voting faculty."
intention to continue with a police force of
A failure to develop young leadership was
reasonable
size on campus while maintaining
another argument of the regents against a
arrangements with other agencies to "send
faculty senate which would limit its
(Please turn to page 2)

8Students Favor Exemption Bill,~
If thP Union was the
legislature's chambers, the bill
forbidding New Mexicans to fight
in an undeclared war would
probably pass. The bill is pending
before the current session of the
legislature and will be heard to·
day.
An hour of diligeat searching in
the Union yesterday failed to turn
_ up one person who thought the
bill should not pass.
Steve Fuller said the bill would
"never pass." "But I don't like the
War" he continued, "it's a
complete and total waste."
"If the people were in power
we wouldn't be in this war" said
John 'rhomson as he stood behind
the countet' of 'the Alpha Phi
Omega checkt-oom. "If the bill
works then it's right."
Ron Feingold said "They have
a right to pass it as long as the

Wednesday, March 3, 1971

war's not declared. Not that
people should have to fight it if it
is declared."
A deliberate effort was made
by this reporter to talk to people
who did not fit the visual
stereotype of the "peace creep."
One man sporting a short crewcut
said "I agn~e with the theory of
the bill. If we're going to war we
should go to war and not waste
lives like we're doing now."
A present member of the U.S.
Navy said "I think the bill is
fine." He did not give his name,
saying "I'd hate to interrupt my
ed uca Lion with a trip to
Leavenwot·th, Kan. '' Leavenworth
is the site of the federal military
prison.
Dilys Stinson expt·esscd what
was apparently a common feeling
about the bill. "All the stat.c$
should do it" she said.

AVEZ
Topsoil

. ',..
'

Topsoil was dumped in quantity on the People's Park site late
yesterday. Trees and grass planting are the next step in construction
of the park.

Tony, Fred Nutrition Educators

'Thrifty Max's Grab and Run'

'Right to Eat Right' Theme of Food Commercials
By DEANNE STILLMAN
"To ny the Tiger and Fred
Flintstone have become the
nutrition educators of today,"
said Robert Choate, consumer
ad vocate well known for his
attacks on the cereal industry, in a
press conference yesterday.
Choate was in Albuquerque to
preview a series of films on good
nutrition and school lunch
programs. "Th~ right to eat right"
is the theme of the six 30-second
commercials financed by the
Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO).
Although the theme was
termed '' sloganeering" Choate
defended the right to eat right as a
"moral, civil and medical right."
Choate origina!Iy proposed the
production of the films because
"the food industry often
misrepresents the nutrient value

of their products in their Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon.
television commercials."
Kirtland Elementary School w&s
The six nutrition education used for filming a school lunch
television spots were produced in program commercial. All six spots
Albuq~erque jointly by the
will be shown nationally in about
Manoff Advertising Agency of 60 days and wilt be available in
New York, Bandelier Films of Spanish and English.
Albuquerque, UCLA and UNM. A
representative of the Manoff
Agency also defended the use of
the slogan "the right to eat right"
as an effort to "avoid slickness''.
"The 18-36 age group is not
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
accepting slickness any more. Defense Department (DOD) said
We're trying to get towards the it keeps index cards in its files on
truth in advertising."
25 million Americans- one
The public service project is the eighth of the total U.S.
first of its kind in the nation and population.
Choate said "it isn't too often
The department said the
that commercials about poor computerized cards contained
people are shown." One of the pertinent information on people,
commercials explains the school such as their name, sex and place
lunch program availability. Ron of birth as well as the filing
Erickson, OEO representative, number of a dossier containing
said, "This is one instance where additional information.
the law is very clearly spelled
The Army alone keeps
out- school lunch programs are 7,138,181 personality dossiers on
guaranteed in the law."
aliens, present and former
Choate is working with the employes of industrial security
UNM Nutritional Planning contractors, persons "considered
Committee on the project. "The to constitute a threat to secul'ity
medical school at UNM is one of and defense" and former military
the few schools in the nation personnel.
which is really concerned about
As sis tan t Defense Secretary
Robert
the community." Presently, the Robert F. Froehlke disclosed the
committee is working on figures in testimony before the
"nutritional surveillance," or Senate constitutional rights
improving the diet of the subcommittee.
community.
He acknowle9ged that files
Eddie Benavidez, head of
This includes informing the were lcept on well-known political
public of the food stamp program figures such as Sen. Adlai ASUNM's Committee on Statistics
through the media. "The food Stevenson III (D-Ill.) but and Research, resigned Wednesday
stamp program seems to be announced that steps were being when he became dissatisifed with
leveling out," Choate stated. "But taken to strictly limit the practice the committee's inability to
the Nixon administration has and place it under civilian control. acquire funds for continued
research.
done better than its predecessors
He will be replaced by Cecil
concerning the expansion of the
Glynes.
Regents
Defend
UNM.
,
.
program."
Benavidez said he based his
A law was passed in January
(Continued from page 1)
changing the requirements for additional officers to the campus resignation on the fact that a bill
allocating $3000 to the Statistics
eligibility for food stamps," if needed at any time."
Committee
was tabled
Choate said. "When the law is
The regents' report concludes unanimously in the Senate
enforced, which takes a while by pointing out that UNM "is
after the revision, I doubt if as now a community of some 21,000 Finance Committee. An attempt
many college students will be persons, including students, to have the bill placed on the
eligible for food stamps." Right faculty and staff, larger than a Senate floor last Wednesday also
now the number of college great many cities in New Mexico." failed.
Benavidez said, "I'm very
students receiving stamps seems to All the actions of an institution of
be "taking food away from the that size they say, can not displeased with the Senate. By
poor."
possibly be expected to please doing this the Senate shows that
The cost of the project was everyone in the state, just as the they don't want to know what the
originally $78,000, but OEO actions and opinions of any students are thinking."
asked if the production could be community in New Mexico will
Thus far the committee has
done in Albuquerque to cut down not find total acceptance in that
presented five reports concerning
on expenses. One spot promoting community let alone throughout student opinion on such topics as
_the food stamp program features the state.
the purpose of student

400 Titles Submitted in Bookstore Renaming Contest
The winning entry in ASUNM's
Bookstore.
Rename • the - Bookstore contest
But even with the name change
was "Thrifty Max's Grab and
Nelson continued the contest in
Run."
an attempt to garner support for a
It was submitted by Joe H.
student run co-op bookstore.
Sanchez who will receive $20 for
Concerning the function of the
the effort. It was &mong the 400
bookstore in the future he said,
ersatz titles entered by students
"The current plan .presented by
disgruntled· by the 'bookstore and . (President) Ferrel Heady would
its policies.
establish the present bookstore on
The name however won't be a non-profit basis with students
official. The contest's original on the board of directors by fall
purpose said ASUNM President
197 2. "I am trying to work out the
Eric Nelson was to pressure the
best possible arrangement with he
bookstore into changing it's name University." Earlier in the year
from the Associated Students Nelson promised a student-run
Bookstore. Shortly before the bookstore by 1971.
contest began on Feb.9 the
Nelson said the ·name "Thrifty
bookstore was officially Max's Grab and Run" reflected
re-dubbed the University the majority of entries." All

Defense Department
Reveals Dossier File

S·mith-Brunet Completing
Adams Mural Restoration
Choate

Statistics Committee Head Quits

Have
.confidence
It'll help you through exams,
speeches, class recitations
and even just being with your
friends. It's something every
girl needs. One way to be
confident is with Tampax
tampons.
Internally worn Tampax
tampons can keep you
cool and calm even '
when you're the center ; ";
of attention. They can't show
or chafe or cause odor like,
sanitary napkins. They're
softly compressed and highly
absorbent for protection you
can depend on.
And one more important
fact. Tampax tampons were
developed by a doctor so you
know you can trust them.
Even if you've just begun to
menstruate. .
Confidence has made
Tampax tampons the bestselling tampons _in the world.
And that confidence can
make things- easier for you.

I

$49.95
Two Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Holfmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

Publicity

Unpaid Fines No Grounds
For Imprisoning Indigent
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The decision did not bar imprisonment
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday "as an enforcement method when
that a man cannot be sent to jail alternative means are unsuccessful
because he is too poor to pay a despite the defendant's reasonable
court-levied traffic fine.
efforts to satisfy the fines by
The unanimous decision by the those means."
high court reversed a lower court
The constitutionality of that
ruling in whieh Preston A. Tate action, the comt said, "must
was sented to 85 days in the await the presentation of a
Houston, Tex., prison farm after concrete case."
he said he had no funds to pay six
Tate, who claimed he was
traffic fines totalling $425.
indigent, was sentenced Aug. 1,
"It is a denial of equal
1968, at the rate of $5 a day but
protection to limit punishment to was relt'ased by the Harris County
payment of a fine for those who Criminal Court Aug. 28 pending
are able to pay it but to conve.rt his appeal. That left him with 62
the fine to imprisonment for days still to serve.
those who at·e unablfo' to pay it,"
Justice Harry A. Blackmun,
Justice William J. Bn~nnan Jr. said while agreeing in the majority
in the opinion.
opinion, expressed concern in a
The justict•s noted that their separate statement that reversal of
ruling did not affect a
the lower eourt ruling "may well
court-ordt•rl'd jail sentencl' in the encourage state and municipal
ease of a defendant who has th£' legislatures to do away with the
money to pay a fine but refuses to fine and to have the jail term as
do so.
the only punishment for a broad
The court also emphasized the range of traffic offenses."

. . . a bride idea

to work on the mural and expects
to complete work on it in about
four weeks. The expense of
restoration has not been
determined. David Kelley,
director of the general library,
said "An insurance company is
taking care of it all. Since we
didn't expect Smith-Brunet to
proceed with his work so rapidly,
we aren't sure what the total cost
will be."
All of Adams murals in the
book room will be cleaned and
covered with a protective coating
to protect them from further
damage.
The earliest historic events
recorded on motion picture film
included the inaugural parade for
Pres. William McKinley, in 1896;
the funeral procession of the
Battleship Maine victims in Cuba
in 1898; and the embarcation of
Theodore Roosevelt's Rough
Riders for the Spanish-American
War.

Reflecting a
heritage of
love,
As old as
time.
As young
as the dawn
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2312 Central SE

I kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
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Opposite Popejoy Hall

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BY.!" x 11':
Computer printoufs1 engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
charts, oversized periodicals and book•.

Cultural Program Committee Present
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to be stepping up pressure on the
United States to get Israel to back
down from its present stand in
order to open the road to further
talks. Egypt, with strong Russian
backing, does not want to talk
until Israel says it will withdraw
from occupied land once
agreement is reached. Israel
refuses such blanket advance
commitment.
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% Price"

(across from
Newman Center)

Pa~e

10% discount wilD

Half Price for Half Pints

1820 Las Lomas NE

TAMPA)(!! TAMPONS ARE MADS ONL.Y ElY
'T'AMPAX INCORPORAT~O.PAl.MER, MASS

KINGSIZE
WATER BEDS
6 112 X7 112

UNM PHOTO ·SERVI'CE
'

government, the People's Park,
the bookstore and tuition
increases. The results of the most
recent report was used as the
springboard to get a tabled
proposal about the People's Park
onto the Senate floor where it was
approved. The survey showed that
over 50 percent of students
questioned favored the People's
Park proposal.
The committee also collects
data for the Student Lobby to
present to the state legislature in
Santa Fe.
Benavidez added, "for these
purposes alone there is a definite
need for this committee,"

The little boy pictured above,
with a flair for publicity, asked to
have his picture taken. His parents
were attending a community
meeting inside a nearby
classroom.

Restoration of a defaced mural
in the reserve book room of
Zimmerman Library is almost
complete.
Ken Smith-Brunet, curator of
the El Paso museum, is
performing the restoration. He is
apply a solvent to expand the
black enamel splashed over the
painting. By expanding and
repeated freezing, the enamel
"literally flakes and cracks off,"
Smith-Brunet said.
The painting by Kenneth
Adams is the fourth panel of a
series of wall murals which depicts
the three cultures of New Mexico.
The defaced scene depicts an
anglo (full face) holding hands
with a Chicano and an Indain
(both in profile.)
Unknown vandals doused it
with about 3/4 of a quart of black
enamel last November. "The
enamel would have spread over
the entire picture if removed by
diso I ving the paint as is the
conventional method of
restoration," said Smith-Brunet.
"When I finish removal of the
enamel and touch up the mural
one won't be able to see any
damage."
Smith-Brunet has been working
on the restoration for five
weekends. He flies from El Paso

implied that the prices were too
high."
The winner was chosen by the
ASUNM executive staff and
among the Jess obscene names
given semi-fin&! consideration
were; Piles for Profit, Rape Inc.Really Atrociou~ Prices for
Everything, the Lobotomy, A
Pound of Flesh, and the Kirby
Krebec Memorial Library.
Nelson said some of the
entrants were faculty members
and many were graduates
students. Two students, Laska B.
Uyrchak and Jay Emory Tucker
were so enthused by the contest
that they handed in 15 and 20
ballots respectively, he said.
On Wednesday Nelson wants to
present a plaque inscribed with
the unofficial title. to the
bookstore's management.
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THE TIME IS NOW!

NEW lVII<:XI<'O J,OBO

Written by
Eased on "Hadrian the Seventh" and other works
by FR. ROLFE (Baron Corvo)
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ASU N M Senators and Office Hours

More Senators ...
BU$JNE$$ MAJOR$

(Continued from page 4)
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Sam Johnson, vice president
TT 1·4 p.m.
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The Lobo is presenting pictures
and posted office hours of the
ASUNM senators and a brief
profile of the Senate leadership in
an effort to strengthen
communication between the
AS UNM legislators and their
constituency.
Sen. John Boudreaux said he
has received several complaints in
the past few weeks that students
were unsure of how to get in
contact with the senators.
"We are trying to improve the
accessibility of the senators," said
Boudreaux.
The ASUNM Senate meets
weekly at 7 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Union, room 129. The
meetings are open and spectators
are welcomed.
The new Vice President of
ASUNM and President of the
Senate is Sam Johnson, a
three-year veteran of the Senate.
He termed this Senate "one of
the best we've ever had. It is the
first Senate with such a wide
range of people, whites, blacks,
women, Chicanos and
Native-Americans."
Johnson is also a staff member
of the Black Studies program.
David Loy chairs the Finance
Committee. Its prime function is
to make recommendations to the
full Senate concerning allocation
of funds.
After a bill which requires
funding is brought before Seante
it is referred to finance which
reviews the merits of the bill,
makes amendments if necessary
and give their final approval or
disapproval. The committee meets
each Tuesday at 6:30p.m.
Chairman of the Senate
Steering and Rules Committee
this se111estcr is Kerry Sullivan.
Sullivan said the purpose of the
committee "is to consider all
resolutions, internal business and
any other legislation which
doesn't require funding."
But Sullivan added the real
purpose of the committee "was to
(Please turn to page 5)

be a place where a bill's fine point
are worked out. It is here, not the
Senate floor, where interested
par ties should make their
emotional appeals on a bill." Any
bill passed by steering is voted
upon at the following Senate
meeting.
Iri March, the Steering
Committee will meet every
Monday night at 7 p.m. in the
Union, room 231-E.
The Presidential Appointments
Committee screens applicants for
student and joint faculty ·student
committees. The committee is ·
chaired by Jeff Taylor.

Tun Russell

Jeff Taylor

Thurs. 9:30-10:20 a.m.;
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

CBulhe author of Rally Round lhe Flag, Boys ••. Dobie Gillia ••• ctr.l

TT Noon-2 p.m .

Don't let success get you down

David Loy,_president pro tem
WF 11 a.m.-noon
TT 2·3:30 p.m.

Once there was an upwardly mobile man whom I will call Casement R. Glebe (not his real name). Even as an undergraduate Mr.
Glebe didn't fumble and dither and grope for the meaning of life like
some lazy long-ljaired slobs I could name. He knew exactly what life
was about. Life was working hard so you could get good grades and
graduate with honors and find a swell job and get married and move
to Westport and have three ehildren like every other deeent American.
And that's precisely what Mr. Glebe did. He graduated magna,
got a swell job in the advertising game, married a girl, whom I will
call Mavis Davis (her real name), who was not only servic•e-oriented
and a<'hievement-prone but also had a real niee build, and they bought
a lovely home in Westport with electric baseboard heating and within
three years they had three fine sturdy little boys- Flopsy, M opsy and
Seymour.
To his sons, Mr. Glebe was a loving but stern father. He raised
them to believe in his own guiding values-ambition, self-denial and
hard work-and the boys responded brilliantly, Flopsy, the oldest,
finished high sc·hool as vall'dh•torian ancl was accepted by II arvard.
:\lr. Glebe. was, of ecmrse, very proud and happy. Thc! following ypar
:\!op!<y was also •·a]eclit•torian and was alsc1 aec•c!ptecl by Harvard.
Again :\Ir. Gh•be was proud hut, to be perfcetly honest, not quite so
happy, for now }J(' had two sons in Harvard at the same time•, whieh
is smnething no man in the world <·an alford, not even an advertising

Kerry Sullivan
MWF 10:30 a.m.-2:30p.m.
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J o Ann Sanchez

'

Juan

CON$1DER THE LOBO AD $TAFF
FOR $0ME INTERE$TING EXPERIENCE.
PLEA$E DROP BY JOURNALI$M RM. 205
ANY AFTERNOON

Abeyt~

Pam Powell

MWF 8:30·9:30 a.m.

l\111:30·12:30 p.m.

Ray Hamilton

~

Ken White

Thurs. 7:30-8:30 a.m.
Zuni 251, 277-5274
8:30-9:30 a.m.
9:30·10:30 a.m. Chicano Studies

Tues. 4:30 p.m.-5:30p.m.
Thurs. 3:30 p.m.-5:30p.m.
Afro-American studies

•

I

MWF 12:30 p.m.-2:30p.m.
TT 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

---~_/ -~~~:j
Robin Tawney

Ralph Baca

Thurs. 12:30·1:30 p.m.

MWF 1:30·3:30 p.m.
After 3:30p.m. call 277-5940/5731

•

.

...
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Senate Might Hear Two Allocation Bills

Jerry Buckner
MWF 10:30 a.m.•l1:30 a.m.
TT 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

··.;;:-l
,,

Louis Baca

David Rigsby

MWF 1:30·2:30 p.m.

MTWTF 11:30 a.m.·12:30 p.m.

Senate tonight will hear a
proposal to allow the ASUNM
president the power to veto one
item in a budget, and two bills to
allocate money to the Senate
meetings and elections fund and
the presidential contingency fund.
However, neither Senate
Steering or Senate Finance
committee met this WePk, and the
bills will have to be voted out of
committee before they ca11 be
acted upon on the floor, said Sen.
David Loy.
The bills asking allocations to
lhe two funds will clear up
deficits in their budgets.
'!'he third measure wnuld allow
the president to veto a single line
i Lem rl'qucst hi? thought was
U11l'easonable rathel' than an entir<'
bill as is now required.
In addition, S('nat<• has otlwt·

business pending which has not
yet been referred to committee,
including a proposal to allocate
$200 to lobby in Santa Fe in
support of a bill to exempt state
residents from having to fight in
an undeclared war.
Proposals lo allocate $1138 to
Las Chicanas and an
undetermined amount of money
to the ASUNM·GSA poetry series
have also been introduced.
In addition, Sen. Jo Ann
Sanchez has sponsored a

resolution concerning funding of
women's athletic programs.
Loy said he plans to introduce
measures which would prevent
Senate from spending money once
the reserve fund reaches a certain
level. To allocate money after that
point would take a two-thirds
vote,
He also plans to introduce a
measure which would prevent
Senate from spending more than
one-fourth of the funds left at any
one meeting.

John Boudreaux

Jack O'Guiun

MF 11:30 a.m.·12:30 p.m.
TT 7:30 a.m.-8:30a.m.

u

Lance Gordon
No hours available yet

MWI<' 11:30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Tues. 8 :30·10:30 a.m.

"·-. ,~
~ \. . ~ ,'2_!

R<•pair .~ ~raintcuanr<•
ot1 all fon•igt1 cars

J

floreign Car Specialists

Regis Clauschce

!1!1!1 \\'Ymning fllvd. :'\ E
•
1• !t'{' E'\titnalc~

MW 4:30 p.m.-5:30p.m.
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842-6736

(over 25 different
sandwiches)

1600 Cent1·af SE

Drink Dullbrau ... it's better than nothina
\Vell sir, salt>s were not entirefy what the Dullbrau people had
been hoping for, so thpy insisted on a new slogan. And Mr. Glebe, the
poor devil, his mind unhinged by fi~ral problems, made the abovementioned disastrous error. II ere was his new slogan:

Drink Dullbrau ... it's better than Miller Hirth Life

Sandwicll. Shop
liill!o.

Then a horrible thought struck Mr. Glebe. "Good grief!" he rried
one night to his wife ::'t!a-.:is (her real 1mmel. "Next year St>ymour gets
out of high sehool. If hl' makes Harvard too, I am ruined!"
Hl' ran at onre to Seymour's room and found the industrious lad
doing his homework in modPrn Sanskrit, urban entropy, ethnic algebra and societal d;vsfunc•tion. "Son, have you ever thot1ght of becoming a moral degC>nerate?" said Mr. Glebe to Seymour. "Wouldn't you
like to drop out, maybe have an identity l'risis, wear beads, get busted
in Amsterdam, stuff like that?"
"That's ric·h, Dad," said Seymour, c,htt<"kling, and went on to
graduate as \'lliC'di('torian and then('e off to Harvard.
Poor Mr. Glt'h!'! So distraught was he with financial worries that
one day his mind fin:tlly buc·kled and he made a disastrous error. One
of his aecounts at the advertisil1g agem·y was Dullhrau Beer which,
frankly, was just an ordinary, run-of-the-mill kind of beer. Still, Mr.
Glebe had managed to think up this real catehy adnrtising slogan:

Mon.-Sat.

11 A.M.-3 A.M.

Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.

,

\Vpll sir, I guess I don't have to !<•II you what happenrd! Everybody in the ('ountry just stampPd and hootc•d and laughed till they
wept. "Dullbrau bt>tlt•r than Ivfiller High Life, the Champagne of
Bc•rrs?" they t•ried, stamping and hooting and laughing till they W<'pt.
"How droll! Why, 110 bl'er is better than Miller! In fact, no beer is remotPI,V a~ good II~< Millrr !"
'I'hrn t•\'er,vbody finished stamping and hooting and laughing till
tiH'y wPpt and wl'nt bal'k to drinking Miller High Life and E'njoying
c•\'pry distiiJ(•tivel;v deli('ious drop. Dullbrau, of t•ottr$e, went out of
busint·s~. l\Ir. GlPbc>, of eoursP, got fil'Nl. His sm1s, of l'nurse, had to
quit s<· hool.
'l'oclay, alas, the onc·e pt•osprrous GIPhe family is destitute and
living in a manohiotie eommunr in thl' lornwr Dullhrau brewery. Ex<'t')Jt for SC'~·mom. '!'hough out uf <"ollege, Sc•ymour re>mained in Cambridge and now works at a three-minute girl wash on Harvard Square.

*

*

We, the brcn·o-.~ of Jl!illcr High LUr cmd the ~<JIOII.<Or~< of 1/li.• rol11mn,
r1Jfcr our hear((ell ~ympaflzy lo Ihe Iuckie~~ Wd!r.<. A 11d to lite rr•st of 1/0U,
u·c offer Miller High Lifr, 1/zc Cham}JCl!Jllr of RrcrH, iu ca11.•, bolllc.~ and
krgH, delicious all ll'HY·'·
Page ;;
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Chicano Students

.

'II
.

I
Ray Devaux

Ruben Zamorano of the
University of Michigan School of
Social Work will be recruiting
students for social work on March
3 from 9:30a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Chicano Studies Center, 1815
Roma N.E. Call for an
appointment at 277-5940 .

f

•

.....
~

Zero Population

..

· The Albuquerque chapter of
Zero Population Growth is
seeking qualified and interested
university personnel to help
formulate new legislation in areas
such as population control and
research, economic development
and planning. Persons interested
contact Bill Perret in .the Office of
Research Services.

Ray Devaux sits low to gain speed as he heads down the course.

Las Campanas Scholarship
Applications for the Las
Campanas Scholarship are now
available from the student aids
office. A minimum of three
scholarships of $100 will be
awarded to 1971·72 junior
women on the basis of grades and
activities. Applicants must specify
it as the Las Campanas
Scholarship they are applying for.

Wolfpack Skiers Ranked No.1
With Only Two Races Remaining
Kirk Felsman

Photos

by Andy Garmezy

By ANDY GARMEZY
The UNM ski team heads into
the final two races of the season
as the number one ranked team in
the Central Intercollegiate Alpine
League (CIAL). The team
advanced from third place to first
in the CIAL standings as a result

Kirk Felsman (above) displays
the well-known racers tuck.
Felsman is one of the top
downhillers on the team.

.-.r---------,

•

,_

of winning the slalom derby at
Steamboat Springs, Colo., two
weeks ago .
In the derby the team placed
four skiers in the top seven
positions to capture first place.
George Brooks, John Cottam,
Mark Wilson and David Anderson
turned in brilliant performances
for the Lobos in the race.
In four slalom runs, Brooks
finished second behind CSU's
George Petritz. Cottam placed
fourth for the Lobos while Wilson
and Anderson finished in a tie for
sixth •
Because of their outstanding
performances this season Brooks
and Cottam were invited to
participate in the Mid-American
Championships at Indianhead
Mountain in Michigan this past
weekend.
Both skiers competed as

members of the CIAL All Star
Team.
The CIAL team was composed
of four skiers from CU, two from
Colorado College, two from UNM
and one from CSU. The
competition was billed as the
Eastern All Stars, composed of
skiers from universities in
Minnesota, Michigan and
Wisconsin.
The CIAL dominated the race,
winning the first eight places.
Petritz of CSU led the field
capturing first in the slalom and
giant slalom. Cottam finished
third in the slalom followed by
Brooks in the fifth notch. Both
UNM skiers fell in the GS.
The Lobo skiers compete in the
downhill derby at Breckinridge,
Colo. next week, their final race
before the league championships
at Taos on March 27·28.

David Anderson
David Anderson starts his flight
from earth. Landing time is
approximately two seconds from
point of liftoff and 20-yards
downhill.

S3.S.1/casc
96c/6 pack
Send a child w camp

:'\' orth Hall room SU ll
TONITE-8 P ..\I.

905 yal€ 5€

I

6.

Gottschalk Rap
A "rap session" for students
with Louis Gottschalk, visiting
Popejoy professor at UNM, will be
held March 4, at 3 p.m. in the
Esther Thompson Lounge of the
Union,

6)

INSURMOUNTAHU> l'ROBLI,MS • , •
AHF.N'T, AGORA , , • 24 Bourn n Dn~·.
northwe::;t rorner or Mesa VisW.. 2773013. 31H
AGORA STUDENT TO STUDENT
JIBL!'. Open 24 hours 11. day, 7 days n
,._.(tel~. Gome in to the northwest ':'Orner
of Mmn Vbtn, or rail 277-3013, 3 ·fi
.
NOTICE: ALI, CI,ASS!lo'IIm AI!S must
be in by 3 p.rn. to run the followmg dn)•.

LOST&FOUND

2)

l

I.OS'l': PHI IJ!o:J,TA 'l'Im'rA I•'RATEft!'/·
I'I'Y IJIN~ Grn<'rous r('ward offcrc;>d • .! ,7 ..
•Hf73 or 243-0IIfiG. _3,!J
~
j.·(fuNn ,--Mi~N·il -T]iu:x WriHt Wn,~eh.
Call 'fhom 2!HJ-fit140 nftt'r 5 Jim, 3 u
J.OST: GOJ.I)Io:N ~mTRIINim: '!'ale,
JIUrplr ro11nr, 105 Sy("nmorc N.I·~. No I.
242·9031 art<'r 6 pm. 3/!1
l.OST: IN llll'l'CJmT.L HAJ,I,, SI~T 01<'
'riJHio:t;: KBYS in s:rrc.'l(ln nnd whit<' k7
NHi('. JlJ{'mi(.' r<'lurn socm to Hoom 2(),,.
Journnlism lluiltlinr,-, 3_···3

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

l•'ULL TIME, PART. 'l-'IME. Telephone
.sule, .sn1nry or c.•ommmswn. 26G·420B, Art
Johnson, 3/3
CONSIDJO:RING ALASKA? Accurntc, '\omJJrchensive brochur~ about opportumtfcs
in C'Onstruction, oil, fishing and cantJcrie1, others. Send $2.00 cash or mom;r
order. Jobs In Alaska, P.O. Bol< 16Gu,
Anohorar:o, Alaska G960!. 3/11
SUMM~:R gMPLOYl\H}NT: Looking for
colh•ge men in ltl"Ct1 of full time summer
<mwloyment. Avcrug{\ <'~rninv.~ $600 PN"
month. Mu!-lt hnvt' <'ntlrc summPr frl'<'
and hP willing to \\."orlc out of ~tntc. lntvi'Vi<>ws 'V[.'(l nnU Thur. Call KllJll Murrny nt Howard Johnsons midt.own aft~r
2 (lm. 'Vcdnc.sdny. 3:'3
--=::-::::-=-:-:-;-;-:
PHOTOGHAPI!Eit WANTS FE M /}. L E
:MODELS for 1hnlrc work. Expcr1ence,
npp('nrn.ncC' eonsiderl'd in feco nl'gotiations Send numt•* nddrffiS, phonc, photo,
1'.0. 'nox 402:1, AlhuquertJUe, 87106. 3/3

Brutalism is a term loosely
derived from beton brut, or
poured concrete, which is left
with the rough cast marks of the
wooden forms visible on the
surface, and is therefore opposite
in feeling to the smooth
perfection of the glass curtain
wall.

I

UNM Ski Team

Sebring .,I-I air
Design for Men
.55

SLICK RUBBER!

.65

Is that Your Problem?

dbl. meal american cheese
relish sauce & onion • , . . • . • . . • .

.89

chili, cheese & onio11 ......•..• , .. ,. • . .

.65

FLAME BURGER hickory smolw sauce & onion . . . . . . . . .

,50

BoNANZA BURGER
FIESTA BURGER

FR.<>:r\TTIER.
Fl.ES-r.A.'I.Y:Fl.A..:IV"T
Across from Johnson Gym

2400 Omtral AvA. SF

7:30-5:30

266"0550

Expert Loug 1lair Design

No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Sprays, 1Icat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For l\Tcn or \Vonwn

For Appoin tmcn t C:r/1
.:J 55'-IJl ()()
. 5~04 Central Al'c:, S.Jo:.
(J I3/k. Jo:rJ.It of S:rn M<i{Co)

230

TAPE

5.60 x

Page 6

a colder beer.

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, Now Jorsey

N.w.,

CLASSIFIED
ADVER,.fK§ING

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Leather-Ciot~cs-Pottcty-Cnn·

" dies -Jewelry-Wrovmg-Pnintmr:s 'Ptlnts-.S~ulpture-..Snnloo nt1d nlore, oU
by Albuquerque craftsrnoo •. :':3:'::/4::-:--.~
lf:..\'i4Uli~X.l'ltA_<.;TIKA CAMEl~"'c ~n"l~ - ·'• "=' • "'oo>
Jons rcncx, . super TI1, 86 MM. - e90. -24 7
'" , aOI 0. Aslc for !'nul. 3/3
~W CAMPBU, sound '62 i~m!y, •*llllllt 55 '"
• .. ' '
• • omdM, $800. 256-3600. 3/~
'1~70 HONDA S~L::35:70..::]1f~O~'r;;:O~C:;;,R-;;O~$;;::S-,-;4;;;00;;;0
"~mile<, excellent condi!iqlj •. ,J.lt::<), lt!fl'Jtnr:e . •c'
!;~rnck, othC'r extrns. $6!)0 n('_gotmulc. Offer
.,.expires Mnrch 4, Call 29,0~~62? • nflt>r s.
4<.tPrM, ... 3/4 .... ·•
·__ : • ·.

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
•

·s: For Sale ·""".

·2. lost & Found
,6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

...

. INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMEt:JT - . - Tlty\ES pARTING---

,.

• I"" • '•
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - - -

EMPJ.OYMEN1'

\VANTJt:D :-L lt1 Jt:MAr~B

~t.:;·rtit>r·~N'l: ,r"~~vt~

JN, t>Xl•hnrur(\ fnr hotl!•(•hnld

I

1lUIH "' ._,Ji~

__!_~~-!~~-:~--~-<:..~-'-··--·---~---~---c..-, ... -~--Wl'!ltwsday, Man·h 3, 1971
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You'll never taste

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

STBREOS. These stereos hnvc \yn.Inut
finial1 and BSU turntables . .and Will sell
for $88 each. United Freight Snlt:"S,
ano Snn Mntro. Open 9 t.o 9, 2/li
CASA DE PA7,.......Hnndcrnfts. 6245 4th

0)

Pizza Slices
Dancing Every Nite

ngcOHDER wit,b

If it's tires you need, please contact Bill Bader. I am a full
time student at UNM and a part time salesman for Fire~
stone at 4601 Central NE.
I will sell you Firestone tires at a price students can
afford. See me at the store from 3:00 to 6:00 weekdays,
all day Saturday, or call me at 255-5572
There will be no hassle
Thank You
Bill Bader

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
15 Firestone Champions, blackwall
$15.00 .£Ius +.ax

lOc BEER

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

3/6

I!'rom left to right: Lon Ayers,
R ey Devaux, David Anderson,
Kirk Felsman, Craig Russell, ski
coach Dadou Mayer, Larry
Brooks, and captain Bill Gooch.
Not shown are: John Cottam,
George Brooks, Mark Wilson and
coach Ted Johnson.

OKIE'S

Square Dancing

DON'T JUST STAND THBRg! Do so'?'•·
thing t 1I(!]p our utud(!nts by tutormg
basic subj(>('b; t\\."O hours !L '~·cek ••\Ve
need you. Cnll ISRAD BnsJc l>ducatlon,
2500 • Central, 277.. 3611 3/16
IIEAUTJio'UI, AQUARIAN
PUPPIE..'!,
Mother Shepard Airednie; fntJ1cr unknown midnight rm'vboy. Ready now, A.
J oscph, 2DD-6989. 3/3
SHARE YOUR TALENT! Submit your
Ucat. nTt worlc. photography, poetry, _~c
tion, nnd essn.ya tp the ~hundcrb1rd
spring issue. Deadhne Apnl 1, Room
206, Journalism Building. 3/6

tion. Cnll 277-4069 n!ter 6. 3/6
BUCKSKIN PANTS, 29' W 30' L, newish,
beautifully mnlte. $20. Call 277·5175.

CHEESEBURGER same as above wfchedder cheese ...• , .

A class sponsored by Amistad
·on Vietnam will be held March 4,
7:30 p.m. in room 214, Mitchell
Hall. Topics include "the truth
about Vietnam" (Veterans
Against the War), and two
Vietnam veterans who will present
"factual information." All
students are invited to attend.

MISCELLANEOUS

7)

spcnltcrs and nct'£'SSOrlcs, cxc:cllcnt t_tondt-

tomato, jJiclllc & onion

Radio Club
The UNM Amateur Radio Club
will hold its regular meeting
March 4 in Farris Engineering
Center, room 143-A, 7 p.m.
Anyone who is interested in the
club but cannot attend the
meeting may call Dave McConkey
at 268·9460 or Doyle Bain Jr. at
298-5168. Topics at the meeting
will include the DX contest and
the progress on phone patching
efforts.

The Wagonwheel Square
Dancing Club will meet March 4,
at 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym, room
184 (NE. corner). "Come and join
us for beginning lessons in square
dancing." The sessions are 25
cents an evening or $2 a semester.
No partners required.

FORSALE

S0N y

HAMBURGER mayonnaise,

Poetry Night
Poets are needed to participate
in a poetry reading night March 3
at 7: 30 in the Union, room
250-D. This reading is sponsored
by The ThuP.derbird. Contact Jeff
Hudson or Mike Kelly in the
journalism building, room 205.
Authors are encouraged to submit
poetry to The Thunderbird.

The tragedy at Kent State students from the rioting," he
University was a mixture of said. Rudy Perry, a black student
'"accidents" and miscalculations, leader said, "We know when a
coupled with deliberate attempts white man has a gun and sees a
by student and professional black he gets uptight- he has a
revolutionaries to destroy the compulsion to shoot." Many
university in the assessment of 0 bservers thought they were
Pulitzer Prize-winning author behind much of the trouble
James ·A. Michener.
initiated since they had been
Michener's "Kent State- pressing for their own demands at
Campus Under Fire," which will Kent State.
appear in The Reader's Digest
'Outside Agitators'
March and April issues evaluates
As Michener notes in his book,
last spring's events, which "there were a number of outside
included the deaths of four agitators who played a role in the
students.
events at Kent State." Among
Among the ongJns and them were Bernardine Dohrn and
development of .conflicts the Mark Rudd, both now under
author traces are the conflict indictment in bomb plots, and
between Kent State students and Terry Robbins, a member of
townspeople, the burning of the SDS's Weatherman faction, who is
ROTC building and the absence of involved with the last year's bomb
the university president during the explosion of a Greenwich Village
rioting.
townhouse.
President Absent
Another outsider was Yippie
While the president was leader Jerry Rubin, who said
attending a meeting in Iowa, "the among other comments, "The
university was administered by
most oppressed people in this
four vice presidents, none of country are not the blacks, not
whom was in clear charge." "As a
the poor but the white middle
result crucial decisions were made
class. Th;y don't have anything to
by ci'ty and state officials," he stand up and fight against. We will
have to invent new laws to
said.
After two days of rioting the break."
p resident was still absent. 0 n .:;::H::;;:;;:;;;:;;:;:;:;;:;::;;:::;;;;;;:;::;;:;:,
Sunday morning, the day after the
FUN
riots "there was a meeting
FUN
betw;en Gov. James A. Rhodes,
officials of the city, university and
I a w -enforcement agencies," the
author said.
The meeting, "which would
ultimately cause a wave of strikes
Every Tuc. 5-6 PM
and protests," was held without
one of the four vice presidents
15¢
present. "During the meeting,
Gov. Rhodes pressed his demand
that the university be kept open
Central at University
at all costs," Michener said.
"One surprise of the weekend
FUN
FUN
was the total absence of black

FORitENT
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From the Broiliel'

Moon Look
The UNM campus observatory
will offer a closeup look at the
moon during its weekly open
house March 4, from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. Admission is free and open
to the general public each
Thursday, weather permitting.
Children under 12 should be
accompanied by an adult. The
observatory is located on the
south fringe of the UNM north
golf course. Parking for the open
house is in the physics and
astronomy lots at the corner of
Lomas and Yale N.E.

FUHNISHED APARTMENTS FOR
RENT. Utilities paid. Cochiti, S.E. Call
296-1073 n!ter 5:30 p.m. 3/6
HALF BLOCK TO UNM Plush nv.: onebedroom furnished npnrtmcnta, nynJlnblc,
!\larch 20-Apri! 1-twin or double beds:$135 includcs utilities, 141 Colurnbut
S.B., 266-3966. 3/31

I

WITH OUR HOT BUTTERED
HOMEMADE SWEET ROll

Michener Calls Tragedy
'Miscalculations Mixture'

Vietnam Class

PERSONALS

1)

4)

I

Law School
The Mexican - American Law
Students Assn, will hold a
two-day conference for minority
group students on March 5·6 in
the Union, room 250-C.
Graduates and und€rgraduates are
invited to discuss the study of
law, admission to law school and
related topics with minority group
students from the UNM School of
Law. The Conference will be from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 5, and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on March

d 20 W ord ml
RATES: 7c per wor,
. · n1'- WHERE: J oumaliam Building. Room
mnm ($1.40) per time r1m. If ad 1s to
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
ron fihve or more consecutive days with
Clnnaificd Advertising
no c anges the rnte is reduced to 5c
UNM p
B
20
per word and the minimum number or
Alb
•0N Mox87106
words to 10.
uquerquc, • •
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1-'QUITABLIO: I,U'E INSURANCE, tailored
"to your nec•tls. Jim Bran~, 255·4367. 3/8
TYPING SlmVICE, ua VllS!lcr S.F.., r~n·
sonnble ratrn. Call 266-4000, Mro. Re1d,
any time. 3/3
TY!'ING---TBUM PAPERS, theses, etc.
Mrn. Kinkade, 898·3400. 3/3
LEATHER SANDALS AND CLOTHES
custom made. Phone 243-4614. Lowest
pric<S. 2/11

SCHLITZ

Poetry Reading
Poet William Stafford,
currently the poet in-residence at
the Library of Congress, will read
in the North Ballroom of the
Union at 8 p.m., March 3. The
program is open to the public and
there is no charge.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

3)

QU4\Rt€RS
lounqe &
84\R--B·Q
FREE POETRY READING
WILLL\i\I STAFFORD

"

CAMPUS BRIEF§
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•
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Liberation but not because I wanted
to "pervert" the young or because I
think being gay is wonderful.
Gay Liberation stated their
purpose to the Sena~e that the;y
sought understandmg of their
problem, and they do have a
problem. I don't know what causes
homosexuality and I am not
prepared to either defend or attack
it but I do understand that it is not
a 'happy existence. I ca~'t think of a
more discriminated agamst segment
of society.
If I were a homosexual I would
want to be understood; not laughed
at, assaulted, discriminated against,
or one of those many homosexuals
who attempts suicide. They just
want to be recognized as human
beings. If we can relinquish some of
our own hang-ups then we can offer
understanding and perhaps even
help.
Are we so insecure in our
heterosexual lives as to destroy those
who, for whatever reason, must live
another?
Kerry J_ Sulliv<m

took) carries an average of 1.3
De-Clutter UNM
passengers! Thus, buses are about a
To the Editor:
In a previous letter to the editor I factor of seven less polluting than
suggested that UNM pave all of its cars per passenger mile! True
streets and parking lots. The bicycles are best.
If such voluntary actions by
response to that suggestion was less'
faculty
and students don't begin on
than enthusiastic. Lois Kieffaber
campuses
all over the country, what
(Feb. 19 Lobo) did make a start in
hope is there to upgrade the quality
the right direction.
Today I would like to suggest of our environment anywhere?
Charles L. Hyder
something that comes much closer to
the fundamentals of pollution
The Other Half
problems all over our country: I
To the Editor:
Gay Liberation Money
suggest that the combined faculty
One man's tale is but half a tale, and student committees work out To the Editor:
goes an old saga saying that has a the details of an enforced ban of all·
As a student senator I would like
particular pertinence to ine now that cars, buses, jeeps and motorcycles to reply to the letter of Mr. and Ms.
I have just read the evaluation of from the UNM campus. Such a ban Overturf in the March 2 issue of The
sociology 101.
would de-clutter the campus, Lobo.
I should like to supply the other encourage greater use of bicycles, be
The ASUNM student government
half of the tale because I have a much safer, encourage use of buses works largely hidden from the
rather intimate knowledge of the in town (I do this now), and student body it represents and this is
lectures and some of the reading. I eliminate much of the noise, Detroit mostly due to 'the lack of
suggest the following:
iron and chemical pollutants from information published about it. In
"If one is sufficiently rested and our campus.
my opinion The Lobo article that
can manage to stay awake, can
Indeed, one bus pollutes more covered the Feb. 24 Senate meeting
overlook a small number of bad than one car, but each bus carries an was pitifully inadequate and
lectures and can convince himself average of 13.5 passengers and each incorrect in places. I voted in favor
that the medium is not always the car (in a 1500 car sample that I of allocating money to Gay
message and certainly assuming that
the screen neither flitters nor
'Good Luck With The Mission, Private, And Remember-Army
flutters- Tomasson provides a really
Undercover Intelligence Is Counting On You!'
fine set of lectures.
"They are well organized, and
relaxed, continually stimulating and
rather well paced for comfortable though not too comfortableviewing. All through there is a neat
blending of empirical observations
(what the vulgar call facts) with
theories. Traces of humor, too, are
to be found in a number of lectures.
As to the so.cial significance,
universal appeal and moral relevance
of the lectures, hardly enough can be
said. Though it might be p'ointed out
that Tomasson does not deal with
quite all the relevant topics and
problems of our day, the serious
student who gives his involvement to
this course cannot but become a
wiser and more intellectually
sensitive human being."
Or, something like that!
But more than that. I will listen.
So will theTA's who will be at every
lecture. They will answer any of
your questions on the lectures, and
they might even be prevailed upon to
wake you should you fall asleep.
Richard Tomasson
Reykjavik, Iceland
and not on the basis of an
for most it was unreadable, for the Further, any metaphorical
instructor's place on a numerical
explanation which might suggest a
rest, unintelligible.
scale.
The format for this fall's new approach to the course is to be
Of course such an eclectic
evaluation is similar to the kind avoided as counterproductive. For
approach can hardly be used for
which Eble describes in his survey education is not an ongoing process
determination of promotion and
pamphlet on the subject as "a of continual and unpredictable
tenure. For any good administrator
freewheeling course evaluation interactions between a teacher and
booklet compiled by free spirits student but rather an objective,
worth his academic life knows that
without benefit of professional unshapeable block of concrete best
all student evaluations (whether
advice or institutional support, often served by a continued vigilance over
simply numerical or otherwise) are
possessing the virtues of imagination, the maintenance of distance and
not objective and that his
appearance (otherwise known as
candor, wit and bite." '
information garnered from rumor,
After looking over the current laissez-faire or "hands off").
gossip or the opinions of an
figures on the subject of teaching, I
Our approach to evaluation was
instructor's colleagues have formed
was impressed by the obsession of all "vicious" in the sense that it was
about him while patting each other
concerned to "objectify" and uncompromising and "ridiculous" in
on the back over coffee, is the much
"quantify" good teaching, and the that it punctured more balloons than
more objective information, and
near religious conviction to "let the it sent up itself. We used third person
certainly the best available to make
computer decide." Students and student observers, who had a
any decisions concerning his teaching
faculty alike seemed to agree that familiarity with a department's
future.
dealing with the classroom instructors and its offerings to sit in
Such is the state of the "art" at
By ERNEST KILKER
experience was best done in machine on classes and synthesize the
UNM with a few bright exceptions.
Rather than bore you with a language; as if education was no objective and subjective information
For here it is still believed by certain
detailed historical overview of more than bits of information fed to derived from our questionnaire; the
members of the faculty that they
previously well- intentioned but a computer.
instructor's own 'impressions on the
have the right to refuse to submit to
generally innocuous attempts at
The faculty seemed to prefer the class and the reviewer's own
student evaulation; for everyone
evaluating teaching on this campus I clear cut death that numerical impressions.
knows the best educational
would prefer to deal solely with the extinction might offer, to the
This was then expressed in literary
atmosphere is an authoritarian one.
one released a year ago and the one I
uncertain fate they might suffer in terms which the reviewers felt best
So what if all will admit that more
am currently charged with human hands. Further, in their favor summarized the sense impressions of
than 15 minutes is wasted by
compiling.
was the fact that machines never get all involved. If an instructor spent
everyone in the course of a semester.
The 1969 fall evaluation's personal and never deal with the most of the semester "frantically
How dare students think they have a
principle distortion was that it found actual sense impressions which make looking for a wall to talk to"- we
right to waste 15 minutes examining
itself into more wastepaper baskets up the educational process. If a man said so. Or if he began each lecture
the "educational process." Of course
than any other single publication of explains the material badly, the by "grabbing the handles to that
it is perfectly all right for the
that year excepting the student machine finds a safe place for him whee !barrow of accumulated
instructor to waste a semester of a
newspaper. It was composed of an somewhere around the university knowledge" and finished it by
student's time, but uppity, rebellious
IBM printout listing instructors along meant for bad explanations.
"dumping the essential points at the
and downright ungrateful for
a one to five rating scale with the
And of course the machine will edge of the stage" we said so.
students to "waste" 15 minutes of
usual numerical distinctions (range, never go into the "how" of "how he
And if the instructor referred to
an instructor's well paid for time.
mode, mean) being present.
explains the material badly'' or "how exams "rather pompously as 'trials
You must excuse me if I have
Unfortunately, that evaluation he stumbles around the subject." of academic strength' ' ' - we
painted too bleak a picture, for I
seemed to have an inordinate ability Such information made public is reported that, too. For it is on this
have no objeetive rumor, gossip or
to level distinctions rather than make generally considered as detrimental kind of intelligible information that
coffee conversation on :which to go
on.
them. It's problems were two-fold: to a faculty member's career. students should make class choices
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SST Could Cause New Cases of Skin Cancer

'Jil-t). WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
physicist testified Tuesday there was
nothing kooky or nutty" about fears
that supersonic transport (SST)
planes might cause 10,000 new cases
of skin cancer each year in the
United States.
James E. McDonald of the
University of Arizona, a member of
the National Academy of Science's
panel on weather and climate, said a
500-plane fleet of SSTs would
definitely decrease ozone gas in the
upper atmosphere, which serves to
filter out the ultraviolet ray reaching
Earth.
These additional ultraviolet rays,
said McDonald, might be enough to
produce as many as "5000 to

government's SST program, said the
fear of increased skin cancer was not
grounded in scientific fact.
The testimony was before a House

10,000" new cases of skin cancer in
the United States.
This possibility, McDonald
testified, "is not kooky or nutty but
simply is physics and chemistry."
The scientific c·ommunity has
been concerned that fleets of SSTs
might decrease the amount of ozone
through the discharge of water vapor
in to the upper atmosphere. The
vapor, created by the combustion in
powerful jet engines, would
chemically breakdown the ozone,
some feared.
However, earlier witnesses,
including Transportation St>cretary
John A Volpe and Wi11i;<;0;1 M.
Magrude1·, director of the

transportation subcommittee, which
is holding hearings on the
administration's request for funds to
build two prototypes of the 1800mile - an - hour plane_ McDonald was
asked to testify hy committee
member Sidney Yates (D-Ill.) an SST
opponent, who said the threat of
skin cancer could be "the largest
single hazard" from the SST. Other
opponents have cited air and noise
pollution.
~
Rep. Henry S. Reuss (D-Wis.) a
long-time SST critic, said a study

conducted by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in July
concluded that the impact on the
SST on the upper atmosphere was a
matter of "genuine concern."
"As the MIT study makes clear,"
Reuss said, "we just don't know
what the impact of the SST will be
on the upper atmosphere and a great
deal of scientific work is needed
before we will know."
Magruder testified earlier Tuesday
that to stop the SST program now
would cost more than $1 billion that
has been spent so fa.r---$983 million
in federal funds, $79 million in
contractor costs and $60 million in
airline expenditures.
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Hart Bill Goes''~~RIAltitl+RSenate
Committee Sidesteps War Exemption Issue
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T wo American flags ornament
the hood of a tru"k parked on the
outskirts of the University parking
lots.

FPC Urges Student Cuts
To Ease Financial Woes
A resolution asking UNM President Ferrel Heady to find
ways of limiting or reducing UNM's enrollment was adopted
yesterday at a meeting of the Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC).
The resolution, adopted after a short debate, read "The
Faculty Policy Committee, concerned lest there by further
detPrioration in educational quality at UNM, asks that
President (Ferrel) Heady pursue without delay the task of
determining how enrollment might be limited or reduced to a
level compatible with our present financial and physical
capacity. The FPC considers this problem paramount because
no real solutions to other issues affecting this campus will be
found if we cannot intelligently control our own
population."
Heady first warned of possible enrollment limitations at
the February faculty meeting. He said UNM had to protect
itself from class-crowding population jumps such as the 15
percent increase last semester and the 17 percent increase this
semester.
The problem of overenrollment was examined early last
semester at a planning retreat of top UNM administrators. No
solutions were reached at that session, but a maximum
enrollment of 25,000 was projected for 1980.

A bill exempting New Mexicans from
Mexico loses on a per capita basis "more
fighting in an undeclared war was given a
than our share" in Vietnam. "We have to do
"no recommendation" yesterday by the
something to protect the boys of New
Senate Public Affairs Committee. The bill
Mexico."
will now be considered by the entire Senate.
Van Kyke said the Massachusetts' court
Senate Bill 330, introduced by Sen.
action which followed passage of the bill will
Emmett Hart (D-Quay) also orders the state
not affect New Mexico draftees, but a New
Attorney General to represent any resident
Mexico bill would protect state draftees.
who refuses to serve in an undeclared war.
Sen. Junio Lopez (R-San Miguel), another
No one came forward to oppose the bill.
co-sponsor, said the bill would "express for
The bill forces a decision from the federal
the people of New Mexico that they don't
courts as to whether or not the President has
want their sons to fight in a war undeclared
overstepped his constitutional boundaries by
or undecided."
sending troops into an undeclarE>d war, said
HE' said it also indicates to the President
John Van Dyke of the U.S. Com:!.itution. By
that New Mexicans understand his position
.allowing the President to send tr,~ops into an
(in Vietnam), but they want him to find
undeclared war, he said, they are abridging-· "the easiest, earliest" way to back out of the
their constitutional duties.
Asian war.
The bill "would oblige Congress to go
Several veterans of the war also testified.
through procedures to abide by the Jaw just
Rocko Merconi, a third year law student
like common citizens," said Van Dyke.
and an army officer, said, "morality is not
Sen. John Morrow (D-Union, Harding), a
really the issue" of the bill. The bill will
committee member, told Van Kyke "there
make sure "in the future that similar
are crosses all over Europe of boys who laid
mistakes (such as Vietnam) will not occur."
down their lives to make the United States
Robert Robertson, who lost a son in the
what it is. This legislation does not support
Vietnam war, said, "It is too late for my
the boys in Vietnam_ I think we should
boy, but it's not too late for other boys."
support the President until we have a better
After reading a letter from his dead son
answer."
which was sent while he served in Vietnam,
Hart said the bill is a duplicate of a bill
Robertson urged the committee to give bill
passed by the Massachusetts legislature.
330 a "do pass" recommendation.
He said his motivation in introducing the
Paul Phillips, president of the
bill was "The people of America have
Albuquerque Civil Liberties Union, said the
indicated dissent to the war," but the war
bill, if taken to court, would answer a
continues. "What does it take to bring this
"Constitutional question which has never
type of involvement (in Vietnam) to an end?
been answered- whether or not the
Perhaps this (bill) will help show the
President has the power to deploy troops in
President of the United States we have
overseas conflict."
examined our consciences" and want the
Marguerite Henning, an Albuquerque
war ended.
psychologist, said she has treated many
Hart said the bill might enable the
young men who use drugs. She said they are
President to withdraw from Vietnam.
driven to drug use from despair, and "the
Sen. Tony Lucero (D-Bern.), a co-sponsor
war is the main reason for their despair."
of the bill, said it is difficult for him to lose
C. A. Kennedy, a theologian, said he
constituents in a "conflict in violation of the
supported the bill because it could help stop
Constitution in the guise of police action."
the "moral erosion of the nation caused by
He said he supports the bill because New
the war."
'
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Senate Fails to Draw Quorum
The ASUNM Senate did not meet last night for lack of a
quorum. Only 14 Senators attended instead of the 15 needed
to make it official.
Among the business which was to be considered were bills
allocating funds to the ASUNM advertising fund, the
Committee on Statistics and Research, and the Veterans
Against the War. Also postponed were bills increasing the
President's veto power and an act placing a question
concerning the use of student funds for the athletic
departmeni; on the spring election ballot.
In addition six bills which would have been referred to
either the Finance or Steering committee were stranded an
additional week. They ranged from the al!ocation of funds
for lobbying in Santa Fe for passage of the Hart Bill (Senate
Bill 330) to $1130 to Las Chicanas.

Thursday, March 4, 1971

Photo by Chuck !•'oil

Desert Room

Tables in the Desert Room' in the Union stand ready for lunch
service. Preliminary figures presented to the Union Board indicate
this service may break even in its initial month of operation.

